
WWW.LEGRAND.US/ONQ

connect voice &
video your way

CO1045 & CO1110

Both the CO1045 and CO1110 
distributes up to four lines of phone 
to 10 locations and 1 GHz digital 
video to eight locations from a cable 
company approved Antronix splitter. 
Like their namesake, the CO1045 
terminates to RJ45 ports on the 
phone module while the CO1110 
terminates to 110 Punchdown blocks.

Both modules are UL listed and include 
a RJ31X line seizure port for home 
security configuration. The Antronix 
video splitter exceeds the performance 
specifications of major cable service 

providers and its nickel plated housing 
provides excellent corrosion resistance 
in even challenging outdoor conditions.

The module ships with all needed 
corrosion-resistant infrastructure 
components. To enable easy access to 
any termination port during installation, 
the platform for the Antronix video 
splitter detaches from the telecom 
bracket. When finished, the attached 
platform holds tight into a compact 
form factor, maximizing available space 
in the enclosure for other components.

10x8 Combo Module RJ45 with RJ31X
10x8 Combo Module 110 IDC Punchdown with RJ31X

features
�� Two connection options: RJ45 

or 110 IDC Punchdown
�� Voice and video distribution to 10 

and eight locations, respectively
�� Mounting infrastructure included
�� Antronix digital video splitter  

exceeds cable company  

requirements 
�� UL listed
�� Simple, convenient installation
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